




FOI Determination – Document Schedule 
 
File No 21IS/00955 
 
Hon David Pisoni MP, Minister for Innovation and Skills 
Request for access to “all diary entries, itineraries, briefings, emails and expenditure records regarding visits to movie sets, filming locations or movie 
production sites. From 1/01/2020 to 10/08/2021” 
 
The relevant clauses of the Freedom of Information Act 1991 listed in the Schedule below can be found at South Australian Legislation 
 

No Brief Description Date  Access Decision  

1 
 

Function Information 
Brief (3 pages)   

The location, production and film details are determined exempt pursuant to clause 
13(1)(a) and pursuant to clause 7(c).  
 
The name of the Location Manager is exempt pursuant to clause 6(1) as it constitutes 
their personal affairs and it would be unreasonable to disclose the information.  
 
The mobile telephone of SAFC CEO, Kate Croser is not in scope of the application. 
 
The home address of the SAFC CEO constitutes her personal affairs and is exempt 
pursuant to clause 6(1). 
   

2 Gold Movement Order 
(3 pages)  Access refused 

The document contains matter which is exempt pursuant to clauses 13(1)(a) and 7(c) 
pursuant to the reasons provided for document 2a. 
 
The document also contains matter which constitutes the personal affairs of the crew 
and is exempt pursuant to clause 6(1) as it would be unreasonable to disclose the 
information.  
 

3 Function Information 
Brief (11 pages)  Partial access  

The location of the land opposite has been redacted as it is a private address. It is 
exempt pursuant to clause 6(1) of the FOI Act.  
 
The mobile telephone number of Kate Croser is not in scope of the request. 
  
The mobile telephone number of Lisa Scott is exempt pursuant to clause 6(1) of the 
FOI. 
 

https://www.legislation.sa.gov.au/lz/c/a/freedom%20of%20information%20act%201991.aspx


FOI Determination – Document Schedule 
 

Content not in the public domain for the biographies of Eadan McGuinness and 
Tatiana Goode is determined exempt pursuant to Clause 6(1). To release information 
not in the public domain would be an unreasonable disclosure of their personal affairs.   

4 
A Sunburnt Christmas 
Movement Order 
(4 pages) 

 Access refused 

The document contains information related to the set location and is determined 
exempt pursuant to clause 13(1)(a) and clause 7(c).  
 
The names and mobile telephone numbers of crew is exempt pursuant to clause 6(1). 
It would be unreasonable to disclose their personal affairs. 

 

5 
Emails between 
Minister’s Office and 
SAFC (6 pages) 

1/12/2020 Partial access  

Telephone numbers and full email addresses are determined not in scope of the 
request.  
Information which may identify the location of the set and production is exempt 
pursuant to clauses 13(1)(a) and 7(c).  

6 
 

Emails between 
Minister’s Office and 
SAFC (2 pages) 

2/12/2020  Partial access  
Telephone numbers are determined not in scope of the request.  
Information which may identify the location of the set and production is exempt 
pursuant to clauses 13(1)(a) and 7(c) per the reasons stated above.  

7 
Emails between 
Minister’s Office and 
SAFC (8 pages) 

2/12/2020 Partial access 

Telephone numbers and full email addresses are determined not in scope of the 
request. 
Information which may identify the location of the set and production is exempt 
pursuant to clauses 13(1)(a) and 7(c). 
 
The name of the location Manager is exempt pursuant to clause 6(1) as it constitutes 
their personal affairs. It would be unreasonable to disclose the details of crew who are 
not in the public domain. 

8 Run sheet (1 page)   
Information which may identify the location of the set and production is exempt 
pursuant to clauses 13(1)(a) and 7(c) per the reasons stated above. Matter 
determined not in scope redacted. 

9 Function Information 
Brief (3 pages)  Partial access  Mobile telephone numbers are determined not in scope of the request.  

10 Diary entry (2) pages 11/6/2021 Partial access Mobile telephone numbers are determined not in scope of the request. 

11 Digital Content Plan 
(4 pages)  Full access   

12 
Emails between 
Minister’s Office and 
SAFC (11 pages) 

21/05/2021-
9/06/2021 Partial access  Mobile telephone numbers and full email addresses are determined not in scope of 

the request. 
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FOI FACT SHEET 

Your Rights to Review and Appeal 

South Australian Freedom of Information Act 1991 

Please read the information in this fact sheet before completing the attached application form 

INTERNAL REVIEW  
If you are unhappy with a determination made by an agency (includes South Australian State 
Government Agency, Local Government Council or University) under the Freedom of 
Information Act 1991 (FOI Act) in relation to:  
• a freedom of information (FOI) application for access to a document, or  
• an FOI application for amendment to your personal records 

in most cases, you are entitled to apply for an Internal Review of that determination.  

Request an Internal Review  

An Internal Review must be lodged within 30 calendar days of you receiving advice of a 
determination that you are unhappy with.  

Applications must be made in writing in accordance with Section 29 or Section 38 of the FOI Act 
or using the attached FOI Application Form for Internal Review of a Determination (Internal 
Review Form). 

An Internal Review application must be made to the Principal Officer of the agency that made the 
determination you are seeking to have reviewed.  

How much does an Internal Review cost? 
There is an application fee of $38.25 that must be paid when you lodge your Internal Review 
application if your review request is for access to documents.   

There is no application fee for an Internal Review of an FOI application for amendment to your 
personal records.  

Agencies generally accept payment by cash, money order or cheque.  If you would like to pay by 
credit card you will need to ask the agency if they are able to accept credit card payments. 

If, as a result of an Internal Review an agency changes or reverses a determination so that access 
to a document is, or will be, given, the agency will refund the Internal Review application fee paid 
by the applicant, where applicable. 

What if I have a concession card or can’t afford to pay? 
If you are the holder of a current concession card or if you can satisfy the agency that the payment 
of the application fee would cause financial hardship, the agency must waive or remit (reduce or 
refund) it. 

If you are a concession cardholder you will need to provide evidence e.g. attach a copy of your 
concession card when you make the application.  Alternatively you will need to give written 
reasons as to why the payment of a fee would cause you financial hardship. 

How long does an Internal Review take? 
You will be advised of the outcome of your Internal Review application within 14 calendar days 
of it being received by the agency. 

If the agency does not deal with your Internal Review application within 14 calendar days (or you 
remain unhappy with the outcome of the Internal Review) you are entitled to an External Review 
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by the Ombudsman SA.  Alternatively you may apply for a review by the South Australian Civil 
and Administrative Tribunal (SACAT).  See the External Review section below. 

When can’t I apply for an Internal Review? 
If the original application determination was made by the Principal Officer of an agency rather 
than another accredited FOI Officer within the agency, you cannot apply for an Internal Review.  
However, you can apply for an External Review by the Ombudsman SA or apply for a review by 
SACAT. 

EXTERNAL REVIEW  
After an Internal Review has been completed, or where you are unable to apply for an Internal 
Review, and you are unhappy with the determination, you have the right to apply for an External 
Review.  All applications for External Review should be made to the Ombudsman SA. 

How long will an External Review take and how much will it cost? 
If you wish to make an application for an External Review you must do so within 30 calendar 
days after being notified of the determination.  However, the Ombudsman SA can extend this time 
limit at their discretion.  There is no fee or charge for External Reviews undertaken by the 
Ombudsman. 
 

Contact Details: 
Ombudsman SA 
Phone:  8226 8699 
Toll Free: 1800 182 150 (within SA) 
Email: ombudsman@ombudsman.sa.gov.au 

REVIEW BY SACAT 
You have a right to apply for a review by SACAT if you are unhappy with: 
• a determination not subject to Internal Review 
• an Internal Review determination, or 
• the outcome of a review by the Ombudsman SA. 

You must exercise your right of review with SACAT within 30 calendar days after being advised 
of the above types of determinations or the results of a review. 

Any costs will be determined by SACAT, where applicable. 

For more information contact SACAT.   

Contact Details: 
South Australian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (SACAT)   
Phone:  1800 723 767 
Email:  sacat@sacat.sa.gov.au  

 

mailto:ombudsman@ombudsman.sa.gov.au
mailto:sacat@sacat.sa.gov.au
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FOI APPLICATION FORM 

For Internal Review of a Determination 

Under sections 29 & 38 of the South Australian Freedom of Information Act 1991 
 

Please read the attached ‘FOI Fact Sheet – Your Rights to Review and Appeal’ 
before completing and lodging your Internal Review application 

 

To the Principal Officer 

Name of the Agency: 

 

Details of Applicant 

Surname: 

Given Names: 

Australian Postal Address: 
 

Suburb:                                                                                     Post Code: 

Emails (Optional): 

Contact phone numbers: 

FOI Application Reference Number (if known): 

Details of Internal Review 

I am not satisfied with a determination made by your agency and, therefore, seek a 
review because: 
(Please place a tick in the appropriate box) 
 I have been refused access to a document 
 I have been refused access to part of a document 
 I have been refused a request to amend a personal document 
 I have been given access to a document but access has been deferred 
 I am a third party specified in the documents but have not been consulted about 

giving access to another person 
 I have been consulted but disagree with the determination to release the documents 
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Comments 

Include any additional comments you wish to be considered in the review of the 
determination (attach additional pages if necessary). 

 

 

 

 

Fees and Charges 

An application fee of $38.25 must be submitted with the Internal Review application form, 
unless you are seeking to have the application fee waived.  If you are seeking to have the 
application fee waived, please attach evidence supporting why it should be waived, e.g. 
attach a copy of your concession card or other evidence as proof of financial hardship. 
An application fee is not required for an Internal Review of an FOI Amendment 
Application. 
In the following section please tick as appropriate  

Is the application fee attached?  Yes  No 
Application Fee is in the form of  Cheque  Cash   Money Order  
(Do not send cash through the mail) 

Do you require a fee waiver?  Yes  No 
Is evidence of the need to 
waive fees attached?  Yes  No 
(e.g. a copy of your concession card) 

If you wish to pay your application fee via credit card you will need to ask the agency 
you are applying to if they accept credit card payments. 

If no application fee is attached and you do not qualify for fee waiver, the agency cannot 
process your application until the fee has been paid. 

If the agency varies or reverses a determination so that access to a document is, or will 
be, given the agency will refund any Internal Review fees paid by the applicant. 

 

Applicant's Signature: 

Date  …... / …... / 20…... 

OFFICE USE ONLY 

Received on  …... / …... / 20…... 

Acknowledgment sent on  …... / …... / 20.….. 















FUNCTION BRIEF 

HON DAVID PISONI MP 

MINISTER FOR INNOVATION AND 
SKILLS 
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Photographer, newspaper, television 
etc. Minister Pisoni will be invited to be part of a photo with Mike Sneesby 

(Stan CEO), Kate Croser (SAFC CEO), Lisa Scott (Producer), Mike 
Jones (Co-Producer) and Christian Van Vuuren (Director). 

VIPs Invited: 

(including the Governor, members of 
the Opposition, Local Members of 
Parliament)  

Please provide a final VIP list at least 
1 week prior to the event  

Minister Pisoni will have the opportunity to meet key crew and cast, and 
observe some filming.  

Mike Sneesby, Stan CEO 

Peter Hanlon, SAFC Board Chair 

Kate Croser, SAFC CEO 

Lisa Scott, Producer, Highview Productions 

Mike Jones, Co-Producer, Every Cloud Productions 

Christian Van Vuuren, Director 

Cast on set are: 

Daniel Henshall, Star 

Eadan McGuinness 

Tatiana Goode 

Also in attendance  
Adrian Foo, Stan Head of Publicity & Originals Marketing 

Indoors/outdoors: Outdoors.

Travel time from city to venue: 
(if applicable) 

60 minutes 

Please provide details of a reserved 
carpark for the Minister’s Vehicle or 
information regarding the closest 
parking location. 

Provide exact location & attach 
map where possible 

Production movement order attached 

Travel Instructions: Attached 

Will there be security at the venue? If 
so, please provide a contact name 
and number: 

N/A 

Will the function have restricted 
entry/invite only?: 

Closed event  
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Minister’s table seating arrangements 
(if event is seated): 

N/A 

Running sheet: 

Please list the event timetable in next 
column 

Please provide a final version ONE 
WEEK prior to the event 

Mike Sneesby, Stan CEO 

Mike is the CEO of Stan Entertainment, a joint venture between Nine 
Entertainment Co. and Fairfax Media which he established, to launch a 
world-class SVOD service for Australian consumers. Mike was formerly 
the CEO of the Microsoft/Nine Entertainment ecommerce joint venture, 
Cudo, up until its sale in 2013. Prior to that, Mike set up the invision IPTV 
service in Dubai as Vice President of IPTV for the Saudi Telecom/Astro 
Malaysia joint venture Intigral. Before joining Intigral, he headed 
Corporate Strategy and Business Development at ninemsn (mi9) where 
he established and developed a portfolio of the company's high growth 
digital media businesses including the start-up of MSN New Zealand and 
management of the EPG and listings business HWW. Prior to ninemsn, 
Mike led the roll out of Optus’ national ADSL network - “Bigfoot”. Mike 
holds an Honours Degree in Electrical Engineering and an MBA from the 
Macquarie Graduate School of Management. 

Lisa Scott, Producer, Highview Productions 

One of Australia’s leading producers of television drama, her current 
production, The Tourist, is currently in suspension until later this year, 
with the Emmy and Golden Globe winning UK producers, Two Brothers 
Pictures, and is the first outing for her newly launched South Australian 
company Highview Productions. 

Lisa’s recent productions include The Hunting for Closer Productions, 
nominated for Best TV Mini Series or Telefeature in the 2019 AACTA 
Awards and Best Drama Series Production in the 2019 Screen Producers 
Australia Awards, Pine Gap, a six- part geopolitical thriller for 
Netflix/ABC, nominated for the 2019 TV Week Logie Award for 
Outstanding Mini Series, and the second series of the Wolf Creek for 
Stan. 

The lead producer of the miniseries ANZAC Girls - recipient of the 2014 
Awgie for Best Mini Series (Adapted) and nominated for both Best Series 
in the 2014 Screen Producers Australia Awards and the 2015 TV Week 
Logie Award for Outstanding Mini Series. Internationally, ANZAC Girls 
also nominated for Best Mini Series in the 2015 Golden Nymph Awards 
held in Monte Carlo. 

Producer of three seasons of the acclaimed Janet King with Karl Zwicky, 
nominated in the Best Television Drama Series category in the 2015 
AACTA Awards and for Outstanding Drama Series in the 2015 TV Week 
Logie Awards. The third season was again nominated in the Best 
Television Drama Series category in the 2017 AACTA Awards as well as 
being nominated for the Best Drama Series Production in the 2017 
Screen Producers Australia Awards. 

Mike Jones, Co-Producer, Every Cloud Productions 

Head of Content and Development at Every Cloud Productions Mike is an 
experienced script producer, story editor, and writer whose work has 
garnered numerous accolades including AACTA, Emmy, AWG, SPA, & 
ADG awards. 

Prior to joining Every Cloud, Mike worked in script development with 
companies including the ABC, Warner Bros, Jungle, Princess Pictures 
and, with Sweet Potato Films, collaborated on major international TV 
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series including mystery drama ‘The Gloaming’ (Stan) and celebrated 
supernatural series ‘The Kettering Incident’ (Foxtel). 

For Every Cloud Mike story-produced the AACTA-winning youth drama 
series ‘Deadlock’, and for the ABC steered script development of much-
loved comic-drama series ‘F*cking Adelaide’ and the Emmy award 
nominated ‘Wrong Kind of Black’. 

Other collaborations include Cannes Series honoured horror series 
‘Deadhouse Dark’ and horror-comedy ‘Over and Out’, as well as award-
winning short films ‘Rebooted’ and ‘The Hitchhiker’. Mike previously 
served as a development executive to Screen Australia and lectured in 
story and writing at the Australian Film TV & Radio School. 

Christian Van Vuuren, Director 

Christaan Van Vuuren is multi-talented writer, director and actor whose 
work has received over 150mill views online and found huge international 
success with ‘Bondi Hipsters’ and the ‘Fully Sick Rapper’. 

Moving into TV as a writer and director, Christiaan co-created the hit 
comedy series ‘Soul Mates’ which ran for two seasons on the ABC, 
before going on to direct more than a dozen episodes of standout half-
hour comedy series ‘Squinters’ and three episodes of ‘Sando’. He also 
co-created, wrote, and starred in the post- apocalyptic family comedy, 
‘Over and Out, which went on to win best Short Series Cannes Series in 
2019, as well as multi-award winning web series ‘Location Scouts’. 

He has written on Netflix’s Emmy Award-winning kung fu kids series ‘The 
New Legends of Monkey’, directed dozens of high-end commercial 
projects for brands and networks around the world, and won an 
Australian Directors Guild Award for Best Direction. 

Cast on set are: 

Daniel Henshall as Daryl Dunn 

Daniel Henshall recently starred as Adam Cullen, the infamous Archibald 
Prize winning artist, in ACUTE MISFORTUNE directed by Thomas M. 
Wright, which premiered at the 2018 Melbourne International Film 
Festival where it is was awarded The Age Critics Award, and saw him 
nominated for Best Actor at the 2020 AFCA and FCCA Awards. 

He will next be seen in the upcoming feature CATCH THE FAIR ONE, the 
Australian film MEASURE FOR MEASURE alongside Hugo Weaving, 
which premiered at the 2019 Melbourne International Film Festival, and 
the Netflix series CLICKBAIT. 

Daniel was recently seen in the Apple TV limited drama series 
DEFENDING JACOB, based on William Landay’s bestselling novel, 
starring Chris Evans and Michelle Dockery, the feature film SKIN (the 
short version of the film won the Academy Award in the Shorts category) 
opposite Jamie Bell and Vera Farmiga, which premiered at the 2018 
Toronto Film Festival, and the Foxtel mini-series LAMBS OF GOD 
alongside Ann Dowd, which premiered in the International Panorama 
section of the 2019 Series Mania Festival 

He also appeared in the Netflix film OKJA directed by Bong Joon-ho, with 
Tilda Swinton, Jake Gyllenhaal and Paul Dano, which premiered in 
Official Competition at the 2017 Cannes Film Festival, and opposite 
Scarlett Johansson in GHOST IN THE SHELL directed by Rupert 
Sanders. 

Daniel is best known for his portrayal of real life serial killer John 
Bunting, in the critically acclaimed and award-winning feature 
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Please provide a final VIP list at least 
1 week prior to the event  Kate Croser, SAFC CEO 

Julie Ryan, SAFC Production Executive 

Lisa Scott, Producer, Highview Productions 

Mike Jones, Co-Producer, Every Cloud Productions 

Adrian Foo, Stan Head of Publicity & Originals Marketing 

Indoors/outdoors: Outdoors (depending on weather) 

Travel time from city to venue: 
(if applicable) 

45 minutes from city to venue 

20 minutes from set to venue 

Please provide details of a reserved 
carpark for the Minister’s Vehicle or 
information regarding the closest 
parking location. 

Provide exact location & attach 
map where possible 

Parking at venue. 

Travel Instructions: Nil. 

Will there be security at the venue? If 
so, please provide a contact name 
and number: 

No. 

Will the function have restricted 
entry/invite only?: 

No. 

Minister’s table seating arrangements 
(if event is seated): 

Reservation is under the name Kate Croser. 

Please find the Menu attached. 

Running sheet: 

Please list the event timetable in next 
column 

Please provide a final version ONE 
WEEK prior to the event 
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(including the Governor, members of 
the Opposition, Local Members of 
Parliament)  

Please provide a final VIP list at least 
1 week prior to the event  

Mike Sneesby, Stan CEO 

Kate Croser, SAFC CEO 

Mat Kesting – Adelaide Film Festival 

Screen Industry Guests: 

Adrian Foo – Stan Head of Publicity & Originals Marketing 

Paul Ryan – 57 Films 

Natasha Wanganeen – Actor/Producer/Writer 

Mario Andreacchio – AMPCO Films 

Anton Andreacchio – Artisan Post Group 

Mike Darren – Artisan Post Group 

Pete Best – Best FX 

Marion Pilowsky – Corner Table Productions  

Helen Leake – Dancing Road Productions 

Gena Ashwell – Dancing Road Productions 

Scott Hicks – Director 

Sean Lahiff – Director 

Kirsty Stark – Epic Films 

Kerry Heysen – Producer 

Carolyn Johnson – Producer 

Madeleine Parry – Producer/Director/Writer 

Anna Vincent – SLA Films 

Julie Byrne – Triptych Picture 

Rosemary Myers – Windmill Pictures 

SAFC staff: 

Petra Starke - SAFC - Head of Communications & Marketing 

Beth Neate - SAFC - Head of Production & Development 

Julie Ryan - SAFC - Production Executive 

Nara Wilson - SAFC - First Nations Industry Development Executive 

Lee-Ann Buckskin - SAFC - First Nations Screen Strategy Executive 

Indoors/outdoors: Indoors

Travel time from city to venue: 
(if applicable) 

N/A 

Please provide details of a reserved 
carpark for the Minister’s Vehicle or 
information regarding the closest 
parking location. 

Provide exact location & attach 
map where possible 

Guest drop-off is located at the Hindley Street entrance, please see a 
map attached which outlines the drop-off zone. 

Travel Instructions: Nil 
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Will there be security at the venue? If 
so, please provide a contact name 
and number: 

N/A 

Will the function have restricted 
entry/invite only?: 

Invite only. 

Minister’s table seating arrangements 
(if event is seated): 

N/A 

Running sheet: 

Please list the event timetable in next 
column 

Please provide a final version ONE 
WEEK prior to the event 

SAFC STAN DRINKS RECEPTION 

Friday 2 October 2020 

Hennessy Bar, Mayfair Hotel, 45 King William St Adelaide 

4.30pm – event start, drinks and canapes 

4.45pm – SAFC CEO Kate Croser welcome (2 mins) 

4.47pm – TBC Premier welcome (timing as desired) 

5.00pm – Premier to depart 

6.30pm – event close 











From: Baxter, Karen (SAFC)
To: Bergamaschi, Franca (DIS)
Subject: RE: Travel to Gold Production [SEC=OFFICIAL:Sensitive]
Date: Tuesday, 1 December 2020 12:55:25 PM
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OFFICIAL:Sensitive

Hi Franca

Many thanks for your confirmation.  We are sorry to hear that the Deputy Premier is unable to
come, but pleased we are proceeding with the Minister as planned, 4 December.

I will get back to you as soon as I have confirmation from our Production team who are liaising
with Stan.

I am drafting the FIB.  Is there a template for the Itinerary, or shall we attach our own?    Is there
any other documentation you require from us?

Many thanks & regards, Karen

Karen Baxter
Executive Assistant to CEO
T +61 8 
M +61 (0) 
safilm.com.au

SAFC acknowledges that we work on the traditional Country of the Kaurna people of the Adelaide
Plains, and we pay respect to Elders past and present. We recognise and respect their cultural
heritage, spiritual beliefs and relationship to land and waters and acknowledge that they are of
continuing importance to the Kaurna people living today. We extend this respect to other Aboriginal
Language Groups and other First Nations.

Information contained in this email message may be confidential and may also be the subject of
legal professional privilege or public interest immunity. If you are not the intended recipient, any
use, disclosure or copying of this document is unauthorised.





 

From: Baxter, Karen (SAFC) <karen.baxter > 
Sent: Monday, 30 November 2020 4:49 PM
To: Bergamaschi, Franca (DIS) <Franca.Bergamasch >
Subject: FW: Travel to Gold Production [SEC=OFFICIAL]
 

OFFICIAL
 
Hi Franca
 
We have received an update from Stan this afternoon that Mike Sneesby is now unfortunately
not available on Friday 11 December either.
 

We are considering that the road trip on 4th December might still proceed.  Grateful if you could
please call me to discuss as soon as you can.
 
Many thanks, Karen
 
 

Karen Baxter
Executive Assistant to CEO
T +61 8 
M +61 (0) 
safilm.com.au

 
 
 
 

From: Baxter, Karen (SAFC) 
Sent: Monday, 30 November 2020 11:26 AM
To: Bergamaschi, Franca (DIS) <Franca.Bergamasch >
Subject: RE: Travel to Gold Production [SEC=OFFICIAL]
 

OFFICIAL
 
Thank you Franca.
 

So just to confirm – would the Minister also prefer to go on 4th December when the Deputy

Premier is available?  (Remembering that Mike Sneesby from Stan is NOT available on 4th

December, which was why we were exploring 11th December.)
 
Please call me when you can, as there are a few variables that I need to check out and get final
advice on here.
 



Thanks again, Karen
 
 

Karen Baxter
Executive Assistant to CEO
T +61 8 
M +61 (0) 
safilm.com.au

 

 

 

  
 
 
 
 

From: Bergamaschi, Franca (DIS) <Franca.Bergamasch > 
Sent: Monday, 30 November 2020 11:11 AM
To: Baxter, Karen (SAFC) <karen.baxter >
Subject: FW: Travel to Gold Production [SEC=OFFICIAL]
 

OFFICIAL
 
Hi Karen
 

Unfortunately the Deputy Premier is unavailable on the 11th of December. The trip will need to

proceed on the 4th of December. Please let me know what are the next steps.
 
Kind regards
 
Franca
 

From: Bergamaschi, Franca (DIS) 
Sent: Monday, 30 November 2020 9:46 AM
To: Baxter, Karen (SAFC) <karen.baxter >
Subject: RE: Travel to Gold Production [SEC=OFFICIAL]
 

OFFICIAL
 
Hi Karen
 
The Deputy Premier will not be able to let me know if she can travel to Gold Production until
12.00pm today. Will let you know ASAP.
 
Kind regards
 
Franca
 



From: Baxter, Karen (SAFC) <karen.baxter > 
Sent: Monday, 30 November 2020 8:52 AM
To: Bergamaschi, Franca (DIS) <Franca.Bergamasch >
Subject: RE: Travel to Gold Production [SEC=OFFICIAL]
 

OFFICIAL
 
Hi Franca
 
I am awaiting advice from Stan which I’ve just chased-up again this morning.  I will call you as
soon as I have an update.
 

From your end, I presume you are still OK to reschedule the Minister from 4th to 11th December
with no issues for him?
 
Can you please advise as soon as you know whether the Deputy Premier will still be able to
attend on 11 December?  Both Kate and Stan are extremely keen to have her along, and this may
have some bearing on the date.
 
Many thanks & regards, Karen
 
 

Karen Baxter
Executive Assistant to CEO
T +61 8 
M +61 (0) 
safilm.com.au

 

 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Bergamaschi, Franca (DIS) <Franca.Bergamasch  
Sent: Monday, 30 November 2020 8:27 AM
To: Baxter, Karen (SAFC) <karen.baxter >
Subject: Travel to Gold Production [SEC=OFFICIAL]
 

OFFICIAL
 
Good Morning Karen
 
I am trying to finalise the Minister’s  diary for this week. Do you have further information on the
travel to outback South Australia? Our office will need to reschedule the hotel bookings sooner





From: Baxter, Karen (SAFC)
To: Bergamaschi, Franca (DIS)
Subject: Update for visit to Gold [SEC=OFFICIAL]
Date: Wednesday, 2 December 2020 4:43:10 PM
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OFFICIAL
 
Hi Franca
 
The publicist for Gold has recommended that Deputy Premier’s driver should meet the
Minister’s driver at the , as Kate will be contacting the Location
Manager at that time, to advise ETA for the party.
 
Both cars can then travel in convoy from the  to  together.
 
Also, the publicist has asked if you able to advise names of the Deputy Premier’s advisors please?
 
I will not have any update on the schedule of the production until tomorrow (Thursday). 
 
For the drivers waiting in the unit base tent, I’ve been advised there is some air conditioning in
the tent, but it may not be of high standard.
 
Will come back to you on other details as they come to hand.
 
Thanks & regards, Karen
 

Karen Baxter
Executive Assistant to CEO
T +61 
M +61 (0) 
safilm.com.au

SAFC acknowledges that we work on the traditional Country of the Kaurna people of the Adelaide
Plains, and we pay respect to Elders past and present. We recognise and respect their cultural
heritage, spiritual beliefs and relationship to land and waters and acknowledge that they are of
continuing importance to the Kaurna people living today. We extend this respect to other Aboriginal



Language Groups and other First Nations.

Information contained in this email message may be confidential and may also be the subject of
legal professional privilege or public interest immunity. If you are not the intended recipient, any
use, disclosure or copying of this document is unauthorised.

 
 





















FUNCTION BRIEF 

HON DAVID PISONI MP 

MINISTER FOR INNOVATION AND 
SKILLS 











OPPORTUNITY:  Visit to the set / filming of The Tourist CODE:  21ISINV/00256 

DATE:  11th June 2021  DAY:  Friday  TIME:  4pm 

RESOURCES REQ:  Mobile Photography/Video 

STRATEGY  D Hill  CONTENT  D Hill  PHOTOS  D Hill  VIDEO   

 

DIS TO PROVIDE FACTS AND FIGURES TO COMMUNICATE ON THIS TOPIC 

How does this support innovation and create value for business? 

 Jobs (SA): more than 120 jobs for local cast and crew, and 75 businesses across 
regional SA 

 Jobs (National): more than 270 Australian cast and crew and nearly 850 extras 

 Economic impact (SA): estimated $12.1 million  

 Economic impact (National): estimated more than $25 million 

How does this help people and/or business get the skills they need? 

 

How does this contribute to business growth, global talent, and/or wealth creation? 

 

Are there any other positive social, economic, or cultural impacts for South Australians? 

 Biggest television production ever to be made in SA  
 First production to secure the Federal Government’s Location Incentive to locate to SA 

($3.6 million) 

   



Who does this topic relate to?  

MEDIA □      GOVT□      SMB□      LARGE BUSINESS □      RTO □         STARTUP □   
OWNER □      MANAGER □      EMPLOYEE □      TRAINEE/APPRENTICE □ 
SCHOOL LEAVER □        VENUE □          MUSICIAN □        ENTREPRENEUR □   
GENERAL PUBLIC □      OTHER(S) □   

 
PLEASE NOTE:  
 
 

What interesting visual components/subjects will help promote this message 

Minister at the film studio (non‐descript image for this and possible future SAFC promotion) 
Minister with Director/Key Creatives 
Minister with Cast 
Minister on set with production specific details (for later use, dependent on embargo 
requirements.  
Production images (such as already released shots) that can be used in social posts 
Items from around production (Clapperboard, Cast Door Signs, Directors Chair, Camera, Boom 
Mic, etc…) 

 

 

POST #1:     FB □      TWITTER □      INSTA □      STORIES □      LINKEDIN □   

TIMING  Following week (dependent on photography) 

PURPOSE 
To showcase SA as an exciting destination for production of film & television, with 
multiple opportunities through SAFC and DIS 

IMAGE(S) 
3‐4 images, One of Minister, 1‐2 of film ‘props’, and 1 of the promotion screens for 
The Tourist 

CONTENT 

 
THE TOURIST IS FILMING IN SA 
 
Last week, I was lucky enough to get a sneak peek behind the scenes of the biggest 
television production EVER to made in South Australia.  
 
Currently shooting in South Australia, the Tourist is a BBC One, Stan and HBO Max 
mystery/drama series from Emmy‐winning production company Two Brothers 
Pictures and created and written by acclaimed writers Harry and Jack Williams. 
 
The first production to secure the Federal Government’s Location Incentive funding 
($3.6 million), will create more than 120 jobs for local cast & crew, and is estimated to 
generate more than $25 million for the national #economy. 
 
There has never been a more exciting time in the South Australian film industry. 
 

 

   



POST #2:     FB □      TWITTER □      INSTA □      STORIES □      LINKEDIN □   

TIMING  Friday afternoon 

PURPOSE 
To showcase SA as an exciting destination for production of film & television, with 
multiple opportunities through SAFC and DIS 

IMAGE(S)  1 image of the Minister (and other VIPS?) visiting SAFC – out front if required 

CONTENT 

 
Visiting @SA_Film to learn more about the @BBCOne / @HBOMax / Stan Australia 
drama series, The Tourist ‐ the biggest television production EVER to be made in 
#SouthAustralia. 
 
Linked Tweet. 
 
The 1st production to secure the Federal Govt’s Location Incentive funding ($3.6 
million), will create more than 120 jobs for local cast & crew, & 75 businesses across 
regional SA. Estimated to generate more than $25 million for the national #economy. 
 

 

POST #3:     FB □      TWITTER □      INSTA □      STORIES □      LINKEDIN □   

TIMING  Friday afternoon (around time of visit) 

PURPOSE 
To showcase SA as an exciting destination for production of film & television, with 
multiple opportunities through SAFC and DIS 

IMAGE(S) 
1. An image of Minister visiting SAFC (as per Twitter) 
2. A video/image of Minister and team about to enter closed set (before 

entering) 

CONTENT 

1. Visiting @SAFilmCorp to learn more about the @BBC / @HBOMax / 
@StanAustralia drama series, The Tourist ‐ the biggest television production 
EVER to be made in #SouthAustralia!  
 

2. Shhhhh! 
We’re about to enter the closed set, to get a sneak peek behind the scenes of 
The Tourist. @SAFilmCorp @BBC @HBOMax @StanAustralia 
 

 

   



POST #4:     FB □      TWITTER □      INSTA □      STORIES □      LINKEDIN □   

TIMING  Following week (dependent on photography) 

PURPOSE 
To showcase SA as an exciting destination for production of film & television, with 
multiple opportunities through SAFC and DIS 

IMAGE(S)  As per Facebook in Insta Carousel 

CONTENT 

 
THE TOURIST IS FILMING IN SA 
 
Last week, I was lucky enough to get a sneak peek behind the scenes of the biggest 
television production EVER to made in South Australia.  
 
Currently shooting in South Australia, the Tourist is a BBC One, Stan and HBO Max 
mystery/drama series from Emmy‐winning production company Two Brothers 
Pictures and created and written by acclaimed writers Harry and Jack Williams. 
 
The first production to secure the Federal Government’s Location Incentive funding 
($3.6 million), will create more than 120 jobs for local cast & crew, and is estimated to 
generate more than $25 million for the national #economy. 
 
There has never been a more exciting time in the South Australian film industry. 
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Hi Daniel
 
FYI below.
 
 
Kind regards
 
Suzanne Roberts
Executive Officer
 
Office of the Hon David Pisoni MP
Minister for Innovation and Skills

T (08)  
M  
E suzanne.roberts

GPO Box 11071
Adelaide  SA  5001
 

 
DISCLAIMER:
The information in this e-mail may be confidential and/or legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this e-
mail by anyone else is unauthorised. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or
omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this email in error, please delete it from
your system and notify the sender immediately. DIS does not represent, warrant or guarantee that the integrity of this
communication has been maintained or that the communication is free of errors, virus or interference.
 
 

From: Baxter, Karen (SAFC) <karen.baxter  
Sent: Wednesday, 9 June 2021 12:23 PM
To: Roberts, Suzanne (DIS) <Suzanne.Roberts
Subject: UPDATE: SAFC: Visit to the set/filming of The Tourist - Friday 11 June 4-5 pm
[SEC=OFFICIAL:Sensitive]
 

OFFICIAL:Sensitive
 



Hi Suzanne, hope you are well.
 
Just confirming Daniel Hill’s attendance at the set visit on Friday and advising the final attendee
list.
 
The set-visit will be hosted by Kate Croser (CEO) and Beth Neate (Head, Production &
Development) of SA Film Corporation, and guests are:
 

The Hon David Pisoni MP, Minister for Innovation and Skills
Daniel Hill, Digital Communications Officer, Office of the Minister for Innovation and
Skills

Adam Reid, CE, Department for Innovation and Skills
Andrew Dunbar, Executive Director-Innovation and Science, Department for Innovation
and Skills
Becc Bates, Director Creative Industries-Innovation and Science, Department for
Innovation & Skills

Chris Lease, Chief Public Health Officer, SA Health
                Emily Kirkpatrick, Deputy Chief Public Health Officer, SA Health

Monique Anninos, Statewide Clinical Lead COVID-19 at State Control Centre Health
 

Please note:
Adelaide Studios is a COVID safe facility, and there is QR-Code scan in our Reception on

arrival. 
The Tourist production is operating under COVID-safe guidelines which vary according to
the number of people on set each day and shooting requirements.  The Production
representatives have advised that specific COVID-safe protocols for each shooting day
are communicated to cast and crew 24 hours in advance.  So should there be any specific
requirements for their visit (ie: mask wearing or similar) we will receive that advice from
the production tomorrow and can pass on to you.

 
There will be a carpark held for the Minister.
 
Please let me know if there is anything further you need.  We look forward to seeing everyone
on Friday!

Kind regards, Karen
 
 
Karen Baxter
Executive Assistant to CEO
T +61 8 
M +61 (0) 
safilm.com.au
 

From: Baxter, Karen (SAFC) 
Sent: Tuesday, 8 June 2021 10:47 AM



To: Roberts, Suzanne (DIS) <Suzanne.Roberts >
Subject: RE: SAFC: Visit to the set/filming of The Tourist - Friday 11 June 4-5 p.m.
[SEC=OFFICIAL:Sensitive]
 

OFFICIAL:Sensitive
 
Hi Suzanne
 
Yes, a very wintery day today! 
 
Thank you for advising about Daniel Hills’s attendance on set.  He called our Head of
Marketing&Comms (Petra Starke) yesterday and will be sending her a briefing so we can run it
past the Production to make sure everyone is on the same page for Friday.  
 
Many thanks, Karen
 
Karen Baxter
Executive Assistant to CEO
T +61 8 
M +61 (0) 
safilm.com.au
 

From: Roberts, Suzanne (DIS) <Suzanne.Roberts > 
Sent: Tuesday, 8 June 2021 10:37 AM
To: Baxter, Karen (SAFC) <karen.baxter >
Subject: RE: SAFC: Visit to the set/filming of The Tourist - Friday 11 June 4-5 p.m.
[SEC=OFFICIAL:Sensitive]
 

OFFICIAL:Sensitive
 
Hi Karen
 
I hope you are well and staying warm!
 
I refer to your email below.  I advise that Daniel Hill, Digital Communications Officer at the
Minister’s office, will be attending the visit to the set/filming of The Tourist with the Minister this
Friday 11 June.  I believe Daniel has already had a conversation with you about this event.
 
Thank you Karen.
 
 
Kind regards
 
Suzanne Roberts
Executive Officer
 
Office of the Hon David Pisoni MP
Minister for Innovation and Skills

T (08)  



M  
E suzanne.roberts

GPO Box 11071
Adelaide  SA  5001
 

 
DISCLAIMER:
The information in this e-mail may be confidential and/or legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this e-
mail by anyone else is unauthorised. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or
omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this email in error, please delete it from
your system and notify the sender immediately. DIS does not represent, warrant or guarantee that the integrity of this
communication has been maintained or that the communication is free of errors, virus or interference.
 
 

From: Baxter, Karen (SAFC) <karen.baxter > 
Sent: Thursday, 3 June 2021 1:09 PM
To: Roberts, Suzanne (DIS) <Suzanne.Roberts >
Subject: FW: SAFC: Visit to the set/filming of The Tourist - Friday 11 June 4-5 p.m.
[SEC=OFFICIAL:Sensitive]
 

OFFICIAL:Sensitive
 
Hi Suzanne
 
Just further to this set visit, I’ve just received advice from the production that they will have
available their own unit photographer on-site at the time, so that they can take photos during
the visit.
 
I just wanted to let you know, in case the Minister was thinking he needed to bring anyone with
him. 
 
Also, should the Minister be bringing an Adviser, can you please let me know as we have to keep
numbers quite well-managed, due to being in a closed film set.
 
Many thanks as always!  Karen
 
Karen Baxter
Executive Assistant to CEO
T +61 8 
M +61 (0) 
safilm.com.au
 

From: Roberts, Suzanne (DIS) <Suzanne.Roberts  
Sent: Friday, 28 May 2021 2:16 PM
To: Baxter, Karen (SAFC) <karen.baxter >
Subject: RE: SAFC: Visit to the set/filming of The Tourist - Friday 11 June 4-5 p.m.
[SEC=OFFICIAL:Sensitive]
 



OFFICIAL:Sensitive
 
Hi Karen
 
Thank you for your email below.  I confirm the Minister’s attendance at the SAFC on Friday 11
June 2021 at 4:00 pm to visit the set/filming of The Tourist.
 
Please find attached a Function Information Brief.  Can you please complete and return to me by
Monday 7 June.
 
Thank you very much Karen.
 
 
Kind regards
 
Suzanne Roberts
Executive Officer
 
Office of the Hon David Pisoni MP
Minister for Innovation and Skills

T (08)  
M  
E suzanne.roberts

GPO Box 11071
Adelaide  SA  5001
 

 
DISCLAIMER:
The information in this e-mail may be confidential and/or legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this e-
mail by anyone else is unauthorised. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or
omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this email in error, please delete it from
your system and notify the sender immediately. DIS does not represent, warrant or guarantee that the integrity of this
communication has been maintained or that the communication is free of errors, virus or interference.
 
 

From: Baxter, Karen (SAFC) <karen.baxter > 
Sent: Thursday, 27 May 2021 2:28 PM
To: Roberts, Suzanne (DIS) <Suzanne.Roberts >
Subject: RE: SAFC: Visit to the set/filming of The Tourist - Friday 11 June 4-5 p.m.
[SEC=OFFICIAL:Sensitive]
 

OFFICIAL:Sensitive
 
Hi Suzanne
 
This is to confirm our earlier invitation to the Minister to a set visit on Friday, 11 June at 4-5pm.
 
It will be filming of The Tourist, which is here at the Studios that day with Jamie Dornan and
Shalom Brune-Franklin on set.



 
We will also be inviting Adam Reid, Andy Dunbar and Becc Bates.   
 
Could you kindly RSVP in due course.
 
Many thanks, Karen
 
 
 
_____INVITATION_____
 
 
Dear Minister
 
On behalf of the South Australian Film Corporation and together with The Tourist Productions,
Kate Croser would like to invite you to visit the set of The Tourist, as it nears the end of filming of
the six-part drama series throughout various locations in SA.
 
The details are:
 
Date:                     Friday 11 June 2021
Time:                     4.00 – 5.00pm
Location:              Adelaide Studios, 1 Mulberry Road, Glenside
RSVP:                    By Friday, 4 June to karen.baxter
 
 
 
 
Karen Baxter
Executive Assistant to CEO
T +61 8 
M +61 (0) 
safilm.com.au
 

From: Roberts, Suzanne (DIS) <Suzanne.Roberts > 
Sent: Tuesday, 25 May 2021 3:29 PM
To: Baxter, Karen (SAFC) <karen.baxter >
Subject: RE: SAFC: Visit to the set/filming of The Tourist - Friday 11 June p.m.
[SEC=OFFICIAL:Sensitive]
 

OFFICIAL:Sensitive
 
Hi Karen
 
Thank you for your email.  Friday 11 June in the afternoon would suit the Minister; around 4:00
pm to 5:00 pm looks best at this stage. 
 
I will put a placeholder in the Minister’s diary and await confirmation.



 
Thanks Karen.
 
 
 
Kind regards
 
Suzanne Roberts
Executive Officer
 
Office of the Hon David Pisoni MP
Minister for Innovation and Skills

T (08)  
M  
E suzanne.roberts

GPO Box 11071
Adelaide  SA  5001
 

 
DISCLAIMER:
The information in this e-mail may be confidential and/or legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this e-
mail by anyone else is unauthorised. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or
omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this email in error, please delete it from
your system and notify the sender immediately. DIS does not represent, warrant or guarantee that the integrity of this
communication has been maintained or that the communication is free of errors, virus or interference.
 
 

From: Baxter, Karen (SAFC) <karen.baxter > 
Sent: Tuesday, 25 May 2021 1:02 PM
To: Roberts, Suzanne (DIS) <Suzanne.Roberts >
Subject: RE: SAFC: Visit to the set/filming of The Tourist - Friday 11 June p.m.
[SEC=OFFICIAL:Sensitive]
 

OFFICIAL:Sensitive
 
Hi again Suzanne
 
Just getting back to you with another option for the Minister to visit the set of The Tourist.
 
The Production advise that they are shooting here in the Adelaide Studios (Glenside) on 8, 9  and
11 June.  I can see 8 & 9 June are sitting days, but wondering if Friday, 11 June might suit the
Minister?  We have been told it would be a “late afternoon” shoot – so anything between 3-5pm
potentially?
 
Kate Croser will host this set visit.  We have been advised that the Premier is not available, so we
would likely invite Adam Reid as well.
 
From 7 July, the Production moves back to the Flinders Ranges until the end of the shoot on 30
July.



 
Kind regards, Karen
 
 
Karen Baxter
Executive Assistant to CEO
T +61 8 
M +61 (0) 
safilm.com.au
 
 

From: Roberts, Suzanne (DIS) <Suzanne.Roberts > 
Sent: Friday, 21 May 2021 4:14 PM
To: Baxter, Karen (SAFC) <karen.baxter >
Subject: RE: SAFC: Visit to the set/filming of The Tourist - Mon 28 June [SEC=OFFICIAL:Sensitive]
 

OFFICIAL:Sensitive
 
Hi Karen
 
Thank you for the update.  The commencement does clash slightly with Cabinet.  The Minister
would have most likely arrived late.
 
However, we completely understand if you need to change the date to suit the Premier.  We will
wait to hear of the rescheduled date.
 
 
Kind regards
 
Suzanne Roberts
Executive Officer
 
Office of the Hon David Pisoni MP
Minister for Innovation and Skills

T (08)  
M  
E suzanne.roberts

GPO Box 11071
Adelaide  SA  5001
 

 
DISCLAIMER:
The information in this e-mail may be confidential and/or legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this e-
mail by anyone else is unauthorised. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or
omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this email in error, please delete it from
your system and notify the sender immediately. DIS does not represent, warrant or guarantee that the integrity of this
communication has been maintained or that the communication is free of errors, virus or interference.
 
 



From: Baxter, Karen (SAFC) <karen.baxter > 
Sent: Friday, 21 May 2021 4:13 PM
To: Roberts, Suzanne (DIS) <Suzanne.Roberts >
Subject: RE: SAFC: Visit to the set/filming of The Tourist - Mon 28 June [SEC=OFFICIAL:Sensitive]
 

OFFICIAL:Sensitive
 
Hi Suzanne
 
Thank you for advising.  Just a bit of an update.  Unfortunately, the Premier is not available on 28
June, so we are seeking an additional time from the Production, to see if we can get him there.
 
I guess it is preferable for them both to attend together, but if 28 June suits the Minister, maybe
a placeholder for now, until things are clearer?  I’ll keep you informed!
 
Enjoy your weekend, Karen
 
 
 
Karen Baxter
Executive Assistant to CEO
T +61 8 
M +61 (0) 
safilm.com.au
 

From: Roberts, Suzanne (DIS) <Suzanne.Roberts > 
Sent: Friday, 21 May 2021 4:06 PM
To: Baxter, Karen (SAFC) <karen.baxter >
Subject: RE: SAFC: Visit to the set/filming of The Tourist - Mon 28 June [SEC=OFFICIAL:Sensitive]
 

OFFICIAL:Sensitive
 
Good afternoon Karen
 
Thank you for the invitation to the Minister.  I will respond to you next week in relation to this.
 
I hope you have a lovely weekend.
 
 
Kind regards
 
Suzanne Roberts
Executive Officer
 
Office of the Hon David Pisoni MP
Minister for Innovation and Skills

T (08)  
M  
E suzanne.roberts





SAFC acknowledges that we work on the traditional Country of the Kaurna people of the Adelaide
Plains, and we pay respect to Elders past and present. We recognise and respect their cultural
heritage, spiritual beliefs and relationship to land and waters and acknowledge that they are of
continuing importance to the Kaurna people living today. We extend this respect to other Aboriginal
Language Groups and other First Nations.

Information contained in this email message may be confidential and may also be the subject of
legal professional privilege or public interest immunity. If you are not the intended recipient, any
use, disclosure or copying of this document is unauthorised.
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